
PLEASE CHECK WITH BROADCAST 17.9.42 -No.30

The following War Commentary by Major Lewis Hastings

will follow the 9 o'clock news tonight.

The central fact of the war situation today is still the defence of Stalingrad*

No doubt there 's a great deed, happening elsewhere* Ho doubt also, decisions behind

the scenes are setting fresh formidable forces in notion* But Stalingrad has come to

mean something superlative, both from, the moral and material standpoint* people have

already begun to think of it in the sane way as they did of Verdun*

But in any desperately fought and protracted battle of this sort a moment arrives

when the real significance shifts to the time factor. Sooner or later the question
is bound to arise whether the cost of the assault - the cost in time - above all,
in tine - as well as in non and material, has begun to weigh down the scales against
the coveted gain*

Has this moment been reached by the German Army? I think it has. This heroic

defence has already justified itself.

To get a proper appreciation cf the position you want to ask what it is that

tills tremendous German effort is meant to achieve* More than one thing, you may be

certain* First of all, of course, the enemy wants to cut the supply line of the

Volga, A great objective in itself, but very far from fulfilling the total conditions

which the Germans have laid down as their mininun before the Winter* A second aim

is no doubt the destruction or "annihilation”, as they pub it, of a large Russian

force. But the third aim is at least as important as the other two. That is the

earliest possible release of von Bock's ground and air strength for some other task*

Some other urgent task* And remember that for this great host, battered as it has

been(both in men and material) to shift its direction to another main objective is not

something that can be accomplished by waving a hand* The prolonged offensive between

the Don and the Volga has been kept up oily by a most intricate and largely improved
communications system, and the building up under high pressure of enormous supplies in

the front Sectors* You cannot put that sort of machine in reverse in a day or two.

It is sometimes asked why the Russians, who are capable of such superb defence,
have not had much success in offensive operation against the long and exposed German

lines of communication* It may come yet, of course* But you have to take into

account the respective capacity of the two armies for strategic movement, and rapid
deployment. The German Army has always had a higher proportion of motorised

transport. But in addition to this, it can move faster - which is not quite the same

thing.

It has greater strategic mobility* To take a single instance, one of the principal

elements in the German organisation has been their ability to switch their powerful

air force* An airplane, of course, any airplane, has tactical nobility* but without

a special, organisation and transport it is tied largely to its own airfield. But the

Luftwaffe, has this advantage over any other air force hitherto - it possesses a great-

fleet of transport airplanes which carry materials and ground staff from one Sector to

another far speedily than any wheeled transport can do. That's one point. And then,
the Germans, although they own a great train of motorised vehicles, have from the

beginning of the campaign fought for the railways, and for the nodal points of railway

communication* Railways are still indispensable to large scale operations. The

Russian Army still possesses these in the Central Sector, But they haven’t got them

in the region North of the Don bend*
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Not about these other tasks of the German Array, if and when Stalingrad is

attained, What are they? If the detachment elsewhere of these masses becomes

feasible, what will be the next target? There are different opinions about this.

But it is at least probable that a now assault may be directed in. the Middle East,

Is time goes on the strategic importance of this great area that lies between the

Caspian and the Nile is unmistakable. And. that importance is being increasingly

signalised by practical measures.

A great deal has been happening lately. No doubt you've noticed the strong

reinforcement of the Eighth Army, the creation of another Army on the Nile, the

determined provisioning of Malta, the extension of the railway between Egypt and

Syria, as well as new links in the Persian Gulf, the present steady occupation of

Madagascar, as well as the;signs of American participation, That's a refreshing new

factor - the growing American participation. The flying Fortresses and Liberators

that are new strafing Axis shipping and Axis ports and flying fields in ever greater

numbers in the Eastern Mediterranean shew what America thinks about the Middle East,

And a whole series of quotations from recent statements by the Prime Minister

himself, by General Smuts, and by prominent Americans like Mr, Wendell Willkie are

additional pointers. Geography long ago made this great land block between three

continents a strategic centre of gravity, and three years of war have only
underscored its significance.

The relation of Madagascar to the Middle East position is abundantly clear.

But it's an interesting thing that the operations that are going on todry in two of

the world's largest islands, Madagascar and New Guinea, are both concerned with the

same problem. They have nothing to do with territory or raw materials. They have

everything to do with sea communications, Torres Strait, between New Guinea and the

Australian mainland, and the Mozambique Channel are both sea lanes of the highest

importance to the Allies, And the character of these operations is a reminder that

sea power today is no longer exclusively the affair of surface ships. It isn't even

a simple addition sure of naval force plus air force. One thing that has stamped a

special mark on this war has been the use of land expeditions to capture sea bases.

The interdependence, and the constant interchange of function of air, sea and land

forces is one of the most urgent lessons of the last three years, I don't think

that anyone now doubts that most of our setbacks in the past have been due in one

way or another to our failure to recognise this fact or to put it more exactly to

our failure to appreciate the tactical meaning of modern weapons and of the new

mobility.

My talk today is supposed to deal with land operations only. But that sort of

classification can be carried too far. The idea that you can discuss the events of

this war exclusively in terms of one particular branch of the service is "blasted

with antiquity". War can no longer be departmentalised like that. Take this

question of sea power again. It has been demonstrated not once or twice that

security of sea traffic may depend just as much on shore-based weapons as anything

else. The long battle in Egypt is a case in point. Essentially this is a struggle

for control of the sea communications in she Mediterranean, It may sound like a

paradox to say the right weapon to recover command of the sea at a given time

may be an extra tank brigade. But it's true nevertheless.

It's not too much to say that the immensely increased mobility of modern warfare,

due mainly to the internal combustion engine, both in the air and on the ground, has

put all kinds of historic and traditional and emotional ideas of warfare squarely in

the dustbin, A type of mind that can only conceive things in terms of one branch

of the Services is bankrupt.

As a matter of fact, there are other levels too, where changes of function

are taking place. If you follow the campaign closely, I am sure you must have seen

hew the rigid distinction between artillery and infantry is disappearing. Guns to

a very large extent have once age in taken up the function given them by Gustavus

Adolphus, They are not only the fire base for the infantry - they are now in many

ways an infantry weapon. You can’t stop tanks with machine guns, and you can’t

expect front-line troops to rely upon a signal to some distant artillery Headquarters

in order to stop an imminent armoured attack.
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Change - rapid change that affects w/hole ranges of weapons, and consequent
change in methods - that is one of the keynotes of the war. Napoleon once said

that tactics in battle alter radically every ten years* That may have been true

of his time. It would be a gross understatement today. In one year of war, from

the time of the early engagements in Russia to the last encounter in Egypt, more

alterations and improvements have been made in different arms' than were made in

Napoleon*s whole lifetime. And the tactics of the battlefield have had to keep
pace with then.

To take one example only, tank tactics have had to be constantly modified#, not

only because of the growing power of new anti-tank weapons but in order to give full

play to the new types of very mobile, self-propelled gun that is more and more

used in conjunction with armour.

Yes, today science and invention have been harnessed to the armies, and strategy
begins on the Drawing-board,

I suppose a good many of you have seen the film called "The First of the Few,"

One thing it brings home forcibly. The seeds of victory in the Battle of Britain

were sewn, long before the war, by the forthright minds and clever hands of the

designers, the technicians, and the mechanics who worked with R,J, Mitchell,

"That do we not are to these men who, in spite of the contemporary attitude of

indifference and even disapproval, created a weapon like the Spitfire?

To-day - in battles of the present time - the best of leaders and the best

of soldiers have an impossible task without the chemists and the engineers, and

the men in the workshops who crystallise their ideas in steel, I've spoken just now

of the interdependence of all arms, But that’s only one side of the matter.

In this fight to a finish, the interdependence of all of us, whatever we can do -

whether it's fighting or planning or tending the machines of digging the coal -

that interdependence is absolute. One broken link anywhere, and the result is a

smash somewhere,

Well, the basic fact about the whole struggle remains the same, I think we all

recognise it. It is still our productive power pitted against the enemy’s
accumulated strength. Our own actual strength is enornmous, compared to two years

ago, out it is still scattered, and a very large part of it by force of circumstance
is still for all practical purposes immobilised.

Somehow that latent force has got to be transmuted into full action, We've got

the power, but we haven’t yet developed the punch. But that is coming, I’ve no

doubt about that, I look with hope and confidence to the decisions that were

taken at the Conference of the War Staffs of the Allied Nations, that took

place in this country last July,

And meanwhile, whenever I’m inclined - as we all are - to feel a bit restive

about the stumbling course of the war, I have my own remedy* I read my recent

file of German broadcasts. Not because they arc all untrue - for the truth

will out occasionally, even in Nazi propaganda - but because the picture they

present to the German people is one of such undiluted, unmitigated, and incredible

felicity, Goebbels goes glibly along, as uninhibited as an area cat, N thing

ever goes wrong in that Nazi cosmos. There are no failures - there are virtually

no losses- everything is on oiled wheels - the assassinations are all according to

plan - the U-boats and the Gestapo, are everywhere on top - the R.A.F, hits

nothing but villa residences - there are no complaints, there is no criticism.

This stream of gaudy mendacity is highly encouraging to contemplate when you

recall a few of the hard facts, I don’t knew what the German daily rations are

like now, but I do know that a mental diet of cream tarts- like this 'would turn a

British stomach.

War is never a path of roses. The situation from time to time' is never

completely satisfactory. But unlike the Germans, we can afford to look the

thing in the face anyway.

And that's something,
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